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Abstract. An underlying assumption of biomedical informatics is that
decisions can be more informed when professionals are assisted by analytical systems. For this purpose, we propose ALIVE, a multi-relational
link prediction and visualization environment for the healthcare domain.
ALIVE combines novel link prediction methods with a simple user interface and intuitive visualization of data to enhance the decision-making
process for healthcare professionals. It also includes a novel link prediction algorithm, MRPF, which outperforms many comparable algorithms
on multiple networks in the biomedical domain. ALIVE is one of the ﬁrst
attempts to provide an analytical and visual framework for healthcare
analytics, promoting collaboration and sharing of data through ease of
use and potential extensibility. We encourage the development of similar
tools, which can assist in facilitating successful sharing, collaboration,
and a vibrant online community.
Keywords: Link Prediction, healthcare analytics, multi-relational
networks.

1

Motivation

An idea that has taken root as the “fundamental theorem” of biomedical informatics is that a person working in partnership with an information resource
is better than that same person unassisted. For this theorem to hold, however,
the information resource must oﬀer something that the person does not already
have. As the people who interact with these resources often possess a high degree
of knowledge relating to their domain of expertise, it can be challenging to oﬀer
people a resource that they ﬁnd truly useful and informative.
Link prediction in complex networks has attracted attention from computer
scientists and biologists for its ability to provide useful information. However,
while most existing link prediction studies are designed for homogeneous networks, where only one type of object exists in the network [1, 11–13, 15], most
networks are in reality heterogeneous and multi-relational [4, 9], and attribute
values of objects are often diﬃcult to fully obtain. Therefore, the use of topological features between objects in a heterogeneous network is critical to predicting
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links in a holistic way. In multi-relational homogeneous networks, topological
features have diﬀerent values in diﬀerent dimensions (relations), while in multirelational heterogeneous networks the situation becomes more complicated, as
the linkage types are diﬀerent.
By applying link prediction to these types of networks, one can explore unknown or potential links between diseases, genes, and drugs, with ﬁndings that
can lead to improved biological knowledge and clinical standards, and which can
ultimately beneﬁt the quality of healthcare. We propose an approach that uses
cutting-edge link prediction algorithms to supply the accuracy needed to provide
useful information and a visual environment that can assist healthcare professionals in making observations that can lead to innovation in the healthcare
domain.

2

Proposed Environment

Healthcare professionals need data that is correct and informative, both of which
can be challenging tasks. To address these challenges, we have developed a virtual
platform called “ALIVE” (A Link Information and Visualization Environment).
ALIVE is an online link-prediction environment oriented towards healthcare
professionals and aimed at beneﬁting users from a variety of domains and with
diﬀering degrees of expertise. The environment takes advantage of the availability of health information records, facilitating data and knowledge management,
network analysis, and visual analytics to pursue pioneering inter-disciplinary integration and providing tailored information. ALIVE also encompasses a novel
link prediction algorithm that can improve the analysis of healthcare data. In
our development of ALIVE, we have focused on developing a tool that will charter a path from data to knowledge to insight, ultimately supporting its users in
making more informed healthcare decisions. Such tools can assist many eﬀorts:
an epidemiologist might learn of a potential relation between two diseases from
a hunch, or a pharmaceutical researcher may discover that a particular drug is
unexpectedly eﬀective against a virulent disease for which it was not originally
intended.
We foresee the potential for ALIVE to truly fulﬁll the concept encapsulated
by the fundamental theorem of biomedical informatics. The environment has the
potential to grow into a full-ﬂedged virtual organization, serving as a data and
knowledge warehouse and fostering expert collaboration. As an online platform,
ALIVE has the potential to be a powerful information resource combined with a
collaborative eﬀort of informed people, which can undoubtedly achieve a vision
far greater than the sum of its parts.

3

Background

The problem of predicting unknown links between diseases and genes continues
to attract active interest from biological scientists, as it has proven useful in
assisting research and make their work more eﬃcient.
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Despite a signiﬁcant and continuous increase in medical research spending,
the annual number of new drugs approved and new drug targets identiﬁed has
remained almost constant for the past 20-25 years, with about twenty new drugs
and about ﬁve new targets per year. At this rate it will take more than 300 years
to double the number of available drugs [7, 14]. However, there are several ways
to address these burdens. Promising areas of drug design include: wide-range
screens of existing drugs, seeking novel applications, combination therapy, (the
combined use of several drugs or short DNA oligomers) and the development of
multi-target drugs [2, 3, 6, 8, 16].
Currently, interactions between diseases, genes, and drugs are studied separately; researchers usually only use interaction networks of diseases and gene
(Fig. 1a) to predict disease and gene interactions, or only employ interactions
between drug and gene (Fig. 1b) to predict drug-target interaction. We propose to combine these two kinds of networks together to improve understanding
and analysis in the medical domain. We believe that the multi-relational network approach will allow us to improve predictions made relating to drug-target
interaction.
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Fig. 1. A visual depiction of the types of interactions that exist in disease, gene, and
drug networks. a) The links that may be present in disease-gene interactions. b) The
links that may be present in disease-drug interactions.

4

Multi-relational Heterogeneous Networks

A network consists of nodes, representing some concept such as disease, and
edges, representing relationships between these nodes. These relationships can
encode a variety of information, such as whether diseases tend to occur in the
same patient, whether they can be treated by the same drug, and whether they
have the same underlying genetic causes. A typical network approach considers
only a single type of edge. In contrast, a multi-relational network allows all
edge types to exist in the network simultaneously, even overlapping each other.
Overlapping edges contain additional information not available in the typical
network approach: they may give additional support for two nodes or diseases
being linked, or in combination they may specify a particular kind of relationship
that was previously not understood.
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An additional layer of information and complication is added in heterogenous
networks when nodes can represent multiple concepts. For example, diﬀerent
nodes could represent either diseases or genes. An edge between the two types of
nodes might represent the conﬁdence with which a gene is related to a disease.
4.1

Link Prediction in Multi-relational Networks

Multi-relational link prediction is a new ﬁeld of research in data mining. Few
attempts have been made to solve this problem due to both diﬃculty in obtaining
real data and the complications inherent in multi-relational networks.
The multi-relational link prediction problem can be described as follows:
Given a multi-relational network G = (V, E1 , E2 , . . . , Ek ), predict whether there
is a link of type i = (1, 2, . . . , k) between pair of nodes u and v. To solve the
problem of multiple edge types, one needs to know the relationships between
each pair of nodes in the network. We deﬁne a parameter σ(E1 , E2 ) to represent
the inﬂuence between two kinds of edges/relations in the network. σ(E1 , E2 )
is an asymmetric value, which means σ(E1 , E2 ) = σ(E2 , E1 ). In other words,
relation A and relation B may inﬂuence each other with diﬀering degree. For
instance, location-based data about people could greatly assist the prediction of
their friendship relations, while friendships may not support the prediction of
location to the same degree.
Our work builds on two previous approaches to link prediction, the Katz
method and PropFlow. The Katz method is a variation on shortest path distance, directly summing over all the paths that exist between a pair of vertices.
Speciﬁcally,
βl

paths(x, y) × l
(1)
Katz(x, y) =
l=1

where l is the path length and x and y are a pair of vertices, and βl is a tuning
parameter [10]. In eﬀect, the method penalizes the contribution of longer paths
in the similarity computation by exponentially reducing the contribution of a
path by a factor of βl .
PropFlow is an unsupervised path-based link predictor that models the link
prediction score as being propagated radially outward from the source [13]. The
algorithm uses a breadth-ﬁrst search approach to propagate the probability that
a restricted random walk starting at vi ends at vj in l steps or fewer using
link weights as transition probabilities, where each score sij can serve as an
estimation of the likelihood of new links. Formally, this likelihood score between
nodes u and v is computed as
f low(u, v) = score(u) ×

w(u, v)
× β h−1
d(u)

(2)

where w is weight, d is degree, and h is the shortest number of hops from u to
v.
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5

MRPF Algorithm

In our experiments, we ﬁnd that if we combine the original PropFlow method
with the Katz method, we can achieve a higher area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC) score than by using either alone. We alter PropFlow
by penalizing scores by β so that the similarity between nodes u and v not only
depends upon the weights of the shortest path between them, but also upon the
number of hops in the path.
However, the PropFlow method as it is currently formulated cannot be directly
applied to multi-relational networks; it is designed to work exclusively on singlerelational networks, such as single mode homogeneous or bipartite networks.
Therefore, we have developed a method to generalize PropFlow features to work
on multi-relational networks, which we term multi-relational PropFlow (MRPF).
The heuristics of MRPF are as follow:
1. For any two kinds of edges E1 and E2 in the network, the inﬂuence between
E1 and E2 can be expressed by the correlation coeﬃcient between their
corresponding networks, denoted σ(E1 , E2 ) as previously described.
2. For node s and its neighbor t, the inﬂuence that ﬂows from s to t in edge
type Ei is as described in equation 3.
We ﬁnd that using p(E1 |E2 ) in place of the correlation coeﬃcient can achieve
a better AUROC score for all of the datasets we have tested. Accordingly, we
modify the calculation of ﬂow from 2 to the following:
w(s,t,i)
d(s,k) +
w(s,t,k)
k=i p(i|k)× d(s,k)
K−1

f low(s, t, i) = score(s) × β h−1 ×
β h−1 × p(i) × (1 − p(i)) ×

K

(3)

where w is weight, d is degree, K is the number of edge types incident to source
node s, and β is a tuning parameter. Generally we set β = 0.05.
Like PropFlow, our algorithm employs a breadth-ﬁrst search to propagate
information through the whole network, with the addition that we must compute
each propagation K (number of edge types) times through an edge rather than
only once. Therefore, the complexity of our algorithm is K · O(|V | · |E|), which
provides us the means of executing the algorithm in real-time for most practical
datasets.
Figure 2 shows a conceptual overview of the MRPF algorithm. In the example,
ﬂow is propagated to successive nodes in relation to the degree of correlation.
Starting from the source node with a score of 1, all neighboring nodes are given
a weighted share of the score. The scores continue to ﬂow outward, summing
together for nodes that are reached by several paths.

6

Data

We acquired the data from one of our previous studies [5]. The disease networks
were constructed based on the disease-gene associations from OMIM, Swiss-Prot,
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Fig. 2. A conceptual overview of our MRPF alogrithm. Flow propagates outward from
the source node S.

and HPRD. The diseases are classiﬁed by Disease Ontology (DO) codes and the
gene names are based on the HUGO Gene Nomenclature. We constructed a
gene-disease network from this data using diseases and nodes, and establishing
a link between nodes if the diseases share signiﬁcantly more gene associations
than randomly expected based on generality of the diseases.
Disease co-morbidity was calculated from patient medical diagnoses collected
from a regional health system. Each data record is a single visit represented
by an anonymized patient ID and a primary diagnosis code, as deﬁned by the
International Classiﬁcation of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modiﬁcation
(ICD-9-CM). For consistency with the ﬁrst dataset, the ICD-9-CM codes have
been converted to Disease Ontology codes based on mappings provided within
the DO coding. The mapping is many to many, so a single ICD-9-CM code often
translates to a list of DO codes, and a DO code may apply to multiple ICD-9CM codes as well. We constructed a phenotypic disease network from patient
data, where the nodes are diseases and links indicated disease co-morbidity,
where co-morbidity can be broadly deﬁned as co-occurrence in the same patients
signiﬁcantly more than chance.

7

Evaluation

For all experiments, we use a 10-fold cross-validation stratiﬁed edge holdout
scheme. We use holdout evaluation because longitudinal data was either not
available or not relevant for disease, gene, and drug networks. Link prediction is
evaluated for each edge type x separately on all eligible node pairs (s, t).
We evaluate each link predication algorithm using the the receiver operating
characteristic curve (ROC). The ROC curve presents achievable true positive
rates with respect to all possible false positive rates by varying the decision
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threshold on probability scores. ROC curves can provide information about the
operating range of link predictors, with the area under the ROC curve (AUROC)
providing a measure of the performance over all predictive thresholds.
We discuss an example to calculate the AUROC. Assume a simple graph with
ﬁve nodes, seven existing links, and three non-existent links ((1, 2), (1, 4), and (3,
4)). To test the algorithm’s accuracy, we select some existing links as probe links.
We may, for instance, pick (1, 3) and (4, 5) as probe links, which are presented
by dashed lines in the right plot. This means that any algorithm being evaluated
may only make use of the information contained in the training graph without
(1, 3) and (4, 5).
Let us assume that the scores assigned by an algorithm to non-observed links
are s12 = 0.4, s13 = 0.5, s14 = 0.6, s34 = 0.5, and s45 = 0.6. Then to calculate
AUROC, we need to compare the scores of a probe link and a nonexistent link.
There are in total six pairs: s13 > s12 , s13 < s14 , s13 = s34 , s45 > s12 , s45 = s14
and s45 > s34 . Hence, the AUROC value equals 0.67.

8

Results

We applied MRPF and other link prediction methods to three biological networks, including a disease-gene network, a disease-disease-phenotype network,
and a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network [5]. Table 1 shows results in
terms of area under the ROC curve for several link prediction methods. The
selected link predictors are among those most frequently used in the task of link
prediction; included in these predictors is the latest method proposed by [4].
MRPF outperforms all of the methods on the disease network and PPI network and performs nearly as well as the best method in the phenotypic network.
It is worth noting that while MRPF is outperformed on the phenotypic network by several methods, its performance is a signiﬁcant improvement over that
obtained by PropFlow; MRPF also demonstrates incremental improvements on
the other networks. These results indictate that incorporating information on
relation types into the ﬂow algorithm can signiﬁcantly improve performance.
Table 1. AUROC statistics for link prediction algorithms used on genetic, phenotypic,
and protein-protein interaction networks. The highest values for each type of network
are in bold.
Disease
Genetic
Phenotypic
PPI

PA

PF

JC

CN

AA

MRLP

MRPF

0.903
0.943
0.827

0.951
0.762
0.888

0.957
0.771
0.786

0.951
0.909
0.788

0.956
0.911
0.789

0.974
0.938
0.808

0.975
0.901
0.890

Note: PA = Preferential attachment, PF = PropFlow, JC = Jaccard’s coeﬃcient, CN
= Common neighbors, AA = Adamic/Adar, MRLP = Multi-relational link predictor
proposed by [4], and MRPF = Multi-relational PropFlow, proposed herein.
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Interface Implementation

One of the goals of ALIVE is to facilitate analysis of medical data by healthcare
professionals. Therefore we aspire to have an interface that allows non-computer
scientists to use cutting-edge network analysis tools. The interface design is a
key part of ALIVE that attempts to present analysis options and the results in
an intuitive way.
Though the tools necessary to facilitate web-based visualization are not yet as
advanced as those for application use, there are several libraries that provide the
level of interaction that our project requires. We elected to use D3, a JavaScript
library that allows one to bind arbitrary data to a Document Object Model
(DOM), and to then apply data-driven transformations to the document. We
use D3 to provide an interactive visualization of the relevant networks. Figure 3
provides a high-level illustration of how this interface is organized with relation
to the MRLP framework.

Fig. 3. A high-level component overview

ALIVE seeks to combine cutting-edge network analytics with healthcare data
for use by healthcare professionals. Therefore, we designed the user interface
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with a clean and simple layout, consisting of two basic parts. First there is the
main tab, where most of the functionality is available, and to which users are
ﬁrst taken upon navigating to our web-service. There, they are be able to choose
between one of the several (previously uploaded) datasets. Our front-end also
allows users to select which predictor or predictors they wish to run on the
selected data. In order to expand the applicability of our tool, users are also
permitted to upload their own datasets and run a variety of algorithms on them.
9.1

Network Visualization

Networks are a natural ﬁt to our goal of providing an informative view of healthcare data. Networks contain emergent properties that are held in their structure
and made up of the way in which nodes are related to each other. A healthcare
professional may be able to notice emergent patterns in a network that can be the
basis for a hypothesis. ALIVE provides missing links in a network and allows
healthcare professionals to apply their domain knowledge to a more complete
picture of the data, and it does so with a dynamic, interactive visualization of
the network generated by user-supplied data.
This work involved several components. As the visualization feature utilizes
the functionality of a JavaScript package called D3, the output of the functions
that compute the network attributes-which are written in Java and provide output as comma-separated ﬁles-needed to be converted to the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON), a ﬁle format compatible with JavaScript. This conversion was
accomplished via the implementation of an additional Java class and corresponding methods. The D3 package was then leveraged to create a dynamic HTML
page with the JSON ﬁle as input.
The current implementation is interactive and allows for nodes to be grouped
by color, link weights to be designated by line stroke width, and tag information
to be displayed for each node. Conceptually, the interface allows users to upload
data, which can be evaluated by the MRLP framework with relation to a current
data repository. The resulting scores computed by the link prediction algorithms
are output visually.
9.2

Extensibility

As developed, our framework also allows for enormous extensibility. With minor
additions, users would not only be able to interact with the output via the
visualization, but could also have the option of exporting that particular output
and saving it for later reference. For networks containing a large number of nodes,
we could adjust the graph crop factor (the cutoﬀ for edge inclusion) and let the
user zoom in and out for a more versatile visualization. Moreover, as a webbased tool, ALIVE could be expanded into a general repository of healthcare
information, allowing health professionals to submit and share data.
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Conclusions

ALIVE has a great deal of potential as a useful tool in healthcare analytics.
Not only have we contributed to the science of link prediction, but we have
also provided the basis for an accessible, web-based tool, that has potential to
be the nucleosing agent for a healthcare data warehouse. If expanded, ALIVE
could ultimately foster a vibrant online community of healthcare professionals,
providing the tools necessary to facilitate successful collaboration.
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